What’s Wrong With This Picture  
(Find it Before CMS Visits You!)
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**Topic:** What’s Wrong With This Picture – Finding common errors and explaining them using a 68 slide power point presentation.

**Description:**
A series of power point slides showing mistakes in a hemodialysis unit. Each slide has an accompanying slide that explains why the error is dangerous, and how it can be avoided. It is an interactive session. This presentation helps prepares the staff for CMS questions.

**Educational Objectives:**
1. Audience will identify errors on photo and discuss their importance.
2. Audience can apply this knowledge to their everyday practice.
3. Participants can prepare for upcoming CMS questions by knowing these explanations.
4. Participants can easily recognize and correct bad practice in their unit through this new knowledge learned.

This is an extremely useful presentation because it points out common errors, and dangerous mistakes that can occur. Most mistakes that we make are made from lack of knowledge. By giving an explanation why certain things are mistakes, our overall practice can improve. Our everyday role on the hemodialysis unit floor can be shaped by our understanding of safe practice. I feel the more information presented to the staff the greater the chance for good results.

*Abstract selected for presentation at ANNA's 43rd National Symposium, Orlando, FL, 2012*